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PRESENTING THE MANUSCRIPT 

A. B. Khalidov 

A UNIQUE 14TH CENTURY LITERARY ANTHOLOGY MANUSCRIPT 
FROM BAGHDAD 

Arabic literature is rich in anthologies. The tradition of 
composing literary anthologies has a long history. It came 
into existence at a very early stage of literary development 
and continued through many centuries, till the time of cul
tural renovation of the Arab world in the l 9th century. The 
earliest anthologies were made most probably in the first 
half of the 8th century, under the last Umayyads, at the 
same time when the first records of the oral Arab tradition 
came into being - both of the old and the recent, some of 
it folklore, some created by individual authors. None of 
these first collections have survived, though some of their 
materials are preserved in later anthologies. 

There are different kinds of Arabic anthologies. Several 
principle types can be distinguished. For example, a collec
tion of verse by one poet - his diwan, where poems can be 
arranged: by rhymes; in the alphabetic order; by the length 
of poems, beginning with the longest and ending in single 
lines; by the subject, in the chronological order; and, fi
nally, by a combination of different principles. 

In anthologies which include works by several different 
poets materials can be arranged: by the tribal origin of the 
poets (tribal diwans); by the subject - love-poems, war
poems, hunting-poems, feast-songs, odes, etc.; by the time 
of the authors' lives or the place of their birth; by the type 
of the occasion on which the poems were composed. There 
were also collections of model poetic works. 

All types of poetic anthologies could be supplemented 
with the lexical and grammar comments , on the lives of the 
poets, on the occasions on which the poems were written. 
Sometimes the volume of these comments exceeded that of 
the verse, growing into independent philologico-biographi
cal treatises. 

There were anthologies of prose as well. But while po
etry was a purely Arabic phenomenon in spirit and origin, 
with dominating individualistic features, prose for the most 
part was translated from other languages and remained 
anonymous, or was artificially tied to some famous name, 
often didactic, illustrating certain moral sentences. It was 
devoid of any characteristic ethnic or even confessional 
features. Prose was translated from Persian, Syriac, Greek, 
it included texts going back to even more remote literary 

traditions - Iranian, Ancient Near Eastern, Mediterranean. 
Translated prose was often arabicised - not only the lan
guage, but also the personages and social types were af
fected. Prosaic narratives written either in plain prose or 
exquisitely rhythmic were often interwoven with poetic 
lines. 

Among the favourite genres of Arabic literature were 
anthologies of verse and prose mixed in various propor
tions. New anthologies were constantly created in different 
parts of the Muslim world. Materials from earlier collec
tions were transferred to new anthologies, while the old 
ones were forgotten and lost. Most of the popular antholo
gies appeared in print in the l 9th-20th centuries, finds of 
manuscripts containing new works of this genre now be
came rare. 

Of this kind of rarities one manuscript (call number 
B-99) belonging to the St. Petersburg Branch of the Insti
tute of Oriental Studies attracts special attention. Its florid 
title is built upon the image of a garden - Zuhar al-riyacf 
wa-nuzah al-murtacf ("Flowers of the Gardens and the 
Pleasure of Those Who Walk There"). This anthology was 
composed by one Man~iir ibn Mu~ammad ibn Mu
~ammad ibn 'Abdallah ibn Abi ~ubay~ al-Shanbaki (al
Shunbuki?) al-Asadi. His name becomes known only from 
this manuscript, there is no mention of him elsewhere. 
What we have is his autograph, where the compiler is re
porting from time to time on the progress of his work. He 
worked in the City of the Peace, i. e. Baghdad, in A.H. 769/ 
A.D. 1367-1368. 

In the preface (fol. 1 b) the compiler tells us the follow
ing: "Into this book I include wonderful stories of different 
kinds selected by me, and examples of verse, so that they 
may serve a reminder to him who opens this book and 
reads it, to make this book his permanent companion, so it 
could brighten up his leisure hours with a conversation. It is 
not divided into chapters, because it is made from borrowed 
passages recognisable by references; the name I gave it is 
metaphoric, close in spirit [to its contents], namely ... I di
vided it into two parts: prose and poetry". Here the preface 
is interrupted by a lacuna, as one or two folios next to the 
first one, but not more, are seemingly lost. 
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The following text contains occasional references to 
literary sources or oral tradition from which the author was 
borrowing his materials, as well as titles and subtitles, as if 
the author was not sure whether to introduce any system of 
classification into his work or not. The contents of the 
manuscript is the following: 

Fol. 4a: Fi-1-thabat wa-1-ta' anni (On endurance and 
not being in haste). 

Fol. 6b: Fi-1-mawadda wa-1-'adiiwa (On love and 
hate). 

Fol. 9a: Fi madlJ al-IJayii' (In praise of modesty). 
Fol. 1 Oa: Fi IJtiriim amr al-akiibir (On respect towards 

the orders of the great). 
Fol. lOb: Fi-1-shafii'a (On mediation); also Fi-qaqii' 

al-IJiija (On fulfilment of the requirement). 
Fol. 11 a: Fi-1-dayn (On debt); also Fi-1-shajii' a (On 

bravery). 
Fol. l 9a: Min kaliim a/-f!asan ibn 'Ali (Of the sayings 

of al-J:lasan ibn 'AII). 
Fol. 21 b: Mukiitaba (From correspondence). 
Fol. 23a: Min kaliim amir al-mu' minin (Of the sayings 

of the Commander of the Believers ['Ali]). 
Fol. 33b: Sayings of' AlI under the same title. 
Fol. 66b: Naqaltu min majmu' mii hiidhii ~uratuhu, al

mukhtiir min Kitiib al-Ba~ii' ir (1 borrowed the following 
from an anthology, selected from the "Book of Enlighten
ment"). 

Fol. 73a: Fawii' id wa-multaqa{iit shattii naqa/Luhii min 
majmu' na;;man wa-nalhran (Useful instructions and dif
ferent selected passages which 1 copied from an anthology 
in verse and prose). 

Fol. 85b: The words of the compiler - "The first part 
is complete". 

Fol. 86a: Al-Fa~/ al-thiini fimii akhtiiruh min al
man:;umiit, Jamin dhalika mii akhtiiruh min kitiib tarjamtuh 
kitiib Jiimi' al-mal1iisin wa-hwa abwiib (The second part 
including verse I selected. In particular, those selected by 
me from a book which I named "A Collection of the Beau
tiful", which is divided into chapters). Here it is mentioned 
also that at that time, i. e. A.H. 769, the author was in 
Baghdad, and that he was beginning this part with the 
praise of Allah. 

Fol. 89a: Wa-min dhalika mii-akhtartuh min shi'r al
qiiqi lbn Sana' al-Mulk al-Mi~ri (Here come the poems by 
Ibn Sana' al-Mulk al-Mi~rI I selected). 

Fol. 94a: Wa-min dhalika mimmii akhtartuh min shi'r 
al-$iilJib Fakhr al-Din Abi-1-Mu;;ajfar 'Ali ibn al-farriilJ 
(Here also come the poems by al-~aJ:tib Fakhr al-Din AbI-l
Muf:3ffar 'AII ibn al-TarraJ:t I selected). 

Fol. 108a: Wa-min dha/ika multaqa{iit (And also what 
was selected). 

Fol. l 12b: Naqaltu min khaU al-sayyid Tiij al-Din ibn 
Mu'ayya (I borrowed what had been recorded by sayyid 
Taj al-Din ibn Mu'ayya). 

Fol. l 14b: Mimmii ltaqa{!uh min al-ash'iir min kitiib 
Nafii'is a/-kaliim fi-1-muriisaliit wa-hwa mu'ajjam wa-1-
ash'iir allatifihi mu'arraba yuefif A~mad ibn Ma~mud ibn 
A~mad li-Nakhshab al-Samarqandi (Poem extracted by me 
from the book "Gracious Speeches in Exchange of Mes
sages" which was in Persian, also poems by Nakhshab al
SamarqandI supplemented, being partly translated into 
Arabic, by AJ:tmad ibn MaJ:tmiid ibn AJ:tmad). The author 
mentions that this work was done by him in "al-Mash-

had" - "the place of martyrdom" (meaning, obviously, al
Kfq:imayn). On fol. 11 Sb, at the bottom, he indicates that 
abstracts from the named source come to an 
end here. 

Fol. l 19a: Wa-mimmii anshadanih al-maw/ii 1-sayyid 
al-naqib Tiij al-Din MulJammad ibn al-Qiisim ibn Mu' ayya 
a/-lfasani (Of the verse recited to me by sayyid al-naqib 
Taj al-Din MuJ:tammad ibn al-Qasim ibn Mu'ayya al
J:lasanI). 

Fol. 131 b: Wa-min biib a/-ghazal min al-kitiib al
madhkur (Lyric verse from the above mentioned book). 
Several books were named above, so it is not quite clear, 
which one was meant here by the compiler. 

Fol. 134b: Naqaltu min Kitiib al-Matlliilitll wa-1-
Matlliinl li-$afi al-Din ibn Sariiyii (What I borrowed from 
the "Book of Triple and Double Rhymes" by ~afi al-Din 
ibn Saraya). Here the author again mentions that he was at 
that time (A.H. 769) in Baghdad, "in the glorious ribii(, 
and at the bottom of fol. 13 7b he marks the end of quota
tions from the "above mentioned anthology". 

Fol. 140b: Mimmii asma'anih al-sayyid Jamal al-Din 
AIJmad ibn al-Zaydi li-nafsih (From what has been recited 
to me of his own verse by sayyid Jamal al-Din AJ:tmad ibn 
al-ZaydI). The author mentions, once more, that he was in 
Baghdad. 

Fol. 14la: Wa-min dha/ika mii akhtartuh min majmu' 
min man:;umiitih (Some more of his verse selected by me 
from an anthology). 

Fol. 143a: Wa-min dhalika mii ltaqa{!uh min al-juz' al
awwal min kitiib Kllarldat a/-qa~r wa-jarldat al-'a~r jam' 
Mu~ammad ibn Mu~ammad ibn lfiimid a/-lifahiini (To 
here belongs also what I have selected from the first part of 
the book "Hidden in the Palace and Opened in Our Time" 
composed by MuJ:tammad ibn MuJ:tammad ibn J:lamid 
al-l~fahanI). 

Fol. 146a: Multaqa{ min ash'iir al-mansuba ilii Yazid 
ibn Mu'iiwiya (A selection of verse ascribed to Yazid ibn 
Mu'awiya). This selection ends on fol. 147b, which is 
marked with the word lammal. 

Fol. 155b: Mimmii naqa/111 min kiliib Al-'lqd (Bor
rowed by me from the book "Necklace"). 

Fol. 16lb: Wa-min kiliib Al-'lqd fi-1-hadiiyii (More 
from the book "Necklace" on presents). On the same page 
below: Tamma mii akhtartuh min a/-juz' al-siidis min kiliib 
Al-'lqtl (The end of what I have selected from the book 
"Necklace"). 

Fol. 162a: Wa-min dha/ika mu/Laqa{iit (To here also 
belongs the selection). 

Fol. 162b: Mimmii anshadanih Tiij al-Din Mu'ayya 
(From what has been recited to me by Taj al-Din Mu'ayya). 

Fol. 168b: Wa-naqaltu min :;ahr kitiib ~udhifa/ isniiduh 
(I also copied from the reverse side [of the last page] of a 
book with no chain of its transmission). 

Fol. 170 b: Wa-naqaltu min khatt Muhibb al-Din ibn 
al-Naijiir (I also borrowed from whai.[has been copied] in 
the handwriting of MuJ:tibb al-Din ibn al-Najjar). 

Fol. 17lb: Wa-mimmii naqaltu min majmu' bi-kha{{ 
Mu~ibb al-Din Mu~ammad ihn Ma~mud ibn al-Najjar al
m11~addi1h (Borrowed by me from the anthology copied in 
the handwriting of Muhibb al-Din Muhammad ibn Mah
mud ibn al-Najjar, exp~rt in ~adith). The author explai~s 
that he stayed "in the place of the martyrdom", evidently in 
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al-Ka~imayn near Baghdad, and that the chain of transmit
ters of the anthology was either cut off or lost. 

Fol. l 82a (below): the author marks that here ends his 
abstracts from the anthology of Ibn al-Najjar, and that he 
stayed in madrasa al-Marjanlya in Baghdad in A.H. 769. 

Fol. l 82b: Wa-naqaltu min majmu' akhar (I borrowed 
also from a different anthology). The same vague subtitle 
we find on fol. l 84a. 

Fol. 185a: Wa-mimma sami'tuh li-1-sayyid al-mushar 
ilayh (I heard also from what belongs to the sayyid named 
above). Taj al-Din ibn Mu'ayya is apparently meant here. 

Fol. 19lb: Fi mad~ arbab al-~ana'i' wa-qal mu'allif 
al-majmu' alladhi naqaltu minhu wa-hwa Abu Man.~iir 
'Abd al-Malik ibn Mu~ammad ibn lsma'fl al-Tha'alibi (In 
praise of the representatives of [different] crafts, and said 
the compiler of the anthology from which I borrowed, that 
is Abii Mansur 'Abd al-Malik ibn Muhammad ibn Isma'll 
al-Tha'alibl): On the same page (belo~) the end of quota
tions from this anthology is marked. 

Fol. l 92a: Wa-min dhalika al-Risa/a 1-Hatimiya 
mimma ullifa min ka/am al-hakim Arista/a/is wa-ma 
wafaqahu 'alayh na:;man Abii:l-Tayyib i~~ad ibn al
l:fasan ibn al-Husayn al-Mutanabbi (To here also belongs 
the "Hatimiya Epistle" composed of the sayings of wise 
Aristotle and of what corresponds to them in the verse by 
Abii-1-Tayyib AI:imad ibn al-l:lasan ibn al-l:lusayn al
Mutanabbl). Interchanging quotations from Aristotle (or 
pseudo-Aristotle) and al-Mutanabbl end on fol. l 98a with a 
mark that the compiler was copying from an original full of 
mistakes. Further, on fol. 201 a, a selection of verse by Ibn 
l:layyiis and by other poets comes. 

Fol. 203a (below): Naqaltu min kha{! al-shaykh Najib 
Allah ibn Yahya ibn Sa'd (I copied from the autograph by 
shaykh Najlb Allah ibn Yal:iya ibn Sa'd). 

Fol. 204b: Naqaltu min mawa' i:; !bn al-Jawzi min al
man:;umat (Edifications by Ibn al-Jawzl in verse borrowed 
by me). 

Fol. 205b: Naqaltu min Ta'rlkll !bn Anjab (I copied 
from the "History" by lbn Anjab). In the middle of 
fol. 206b it is marked that here end verse quotations from 
that work. After that follow again edifications by lbn al
Jawzl and some poetry. At the end of the manuscript, on 
fol. 209a, the author informs that he finished it in the month 
Dhii-1-Qijja 769/July 1368. 

Thus, among his sources the author-compiler is naming 
Kitab al-'lqd, obviously, the anthology composed in the 9th 
century by the Arab-Spanish author lbn 'Abdrabbihl 
(d. 940); Majmu' by Abii Man~iir al-Tha'alibl (d. 1038), 
which is most probably the well-known anthology by this 
author from Khorasan Yatimat al-dahr; Kharidat al-qa~r 
wa-jaridat al-' a.yr, the anthology made by MuI:iammad 
al-I~fahanl (d. 120 I); Kitab al-Mathalith wa-1-Mathani by 
the mid-l 3th century poet and writer $afi al-Din al-l:lilll; 
Al-Mawa'i:; by lbn al-Jawzl (d. 1200), a famous hanbalit 
preacher, historian and writer. The life-time of lbn al
Najjar, expert in ~adith, and of the author of Ta' rikh, lbn 
Anjab, mentioned by the anthology's compiler, is un
known. It is also unknown the time when Kitab al-Ba
·)·a' ir, Kitab Jami' a/-ma~asin, Kitab Na/a' is al-kalam fi-1-
murasalat, the latter being a work in Persian with some 
Arabic verse included, and Al-Risa/a 1-l:fatimiya, men
tioned without indicating their compiler's names, were 
composed. Even more vaguely it is said about some 

"anthologies" (fols. 73a, l 82a), about which the compiler 
informs that one was written "in his own hand" by Taj al
Dln MuI:iammad ibn al-Qasim ibn Mu'ayya al-l:lasanl 
(fols. l l 2b, l l 9a), or "recited" to the compiler, or "written 
in his own hand" by Najlb Allah ibn Yal:iya ibn Sa'd (fol. 
203a) and by Jamal al-Din AI:imad ibn al-Zaydl (fols. 140b, 
141 a). 

Each of the structural components of the manuscript, 
indicated as a passage from the corresponding source or 
merely marked with a title, includes numerous small prose 
works, like proverbs, short stories or narratives (fols. 2a-
85b) and quotations of verse (fols. 86a-209a and few 
quotations in the first part). Prose miniatures and quotations 
of poetry are usually introduced either by the name of the 
author (real or legendary), or by indefinite "someone", "one 
poet", "another one", "it is said", etc. The number of names 
mentioned is rather considerable. One can number many 
dozens of them. Among the Arab poets we find the jahili 
(pre-Islamic), early Islamic, working under the Umayyads 
and the Abbasids, as well as those who worked after the 
elimination of the Abbasid Caliphat in Baghdad - Labld, 
al-Nabigha, Zuhayr, Jamll, al-Akh\al, Dhii-1-Rumma, al
Farazdaq, Jarlr, Qays ibn al-Kha\jm, Kushajim, Kuthayyir, 
Yazld ibn Mu'awiya, al-Majniin, Bashshar, Nu~ayb, al
A~ma'l, al-'Abbas ibn al-AI:inaf, Abii Tammam, Ibrahim 
ibn al-Mahdi, Sa'ld ibn l:lumayd, Ibn al-Riiml, al
Babbagha, al-BuI:iturl, Abii Nuwas, al-$anawbarl, al
Mubarrad, lbn al-Mu'tazz, Abii Firas, al-Mutanabbl, al
Wazlr al-Maghribl, lbn Taba\aba, al-Wa'wa, al-Bustl, 
Abii-1-' Ala, Abii-1-' Atahiya, Masdiid, al-l:lasan ibn Hani', 
Khl~ BI~, al-Khubzaruzzl, Man~iir ibn al-l:lallaj, Ibn Harma, 
lbn AflaQ, MuI:iammad al-A blah, al-$aI:iib ibn 'Abbad, 
Badl' al-Zaman al-Hamadanl, · Abd al-RaI:iman al-Saraqus\l, 
Mihyar, AI:imad ibn Abl Tahir, Rabl'a al-'Adawlya, Layla 
al-Akhyallya, al-Rm;ll, al-Qa<;ll al-Jurjanl, Fakhr al-Din ibn 
Abl-1-Mu~affar ibn al-TarraI:i, 'Umara ibn 'Aqll, al
Sakhawl, $afi al-Din al-I~illl, Taj al-Din MuI:iammad ibn 
Mu'ayya, etc. Among the authors of wise opinions and 
sayings, or the performers of noble and extraordinary deeds 
we find Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, Hippocrates, Jesus ('lsa 
ibn Maryam), Alexander the Great, Buzurjmihr, Anushir
wan, Luqman, al-Nu'man ibn al-Mundhir, the messanger of 
Allah Mul)ammad, 'Umar ibn al-Khagab, 'All ibn Abl 
Talib, 'Umar ibn 'Abd al-' Aziz, Abii-1-Darda', al-Zuhrl, al
l:lasan ibn 'All, Mu'awiya, Ja'far al-$adiq, al-Man~iir, al
Ma'miin, Hariin al-Rashid, Sahl ibn Hariin, Ma'riif al
Karkhl, etc. 

The manuscript has 209 folios, plus two folios next to 
the binding at the beginning and the end. The size of the 
folios: 22 x 14.5 cm, but it is likely that their edges were 
trimmed when the manuscript was bound. Each page has 
20-23 lines, the field occupied by the text is 18 x 10 cm, 
though it often goes beyond this conventional frame. Often, 
when there was no place left for some quotation, the com
piler-copyist used the margins, writing it along the page, ar
ranging 2-8 lines in one, two, or even three columns, for 
the most part, beginning with fol. 86. There are also cor
rections on the margins by the author, who evidently con
tinued to work on the manuscript after the main text had 
been written. 

The paper of the manuscript is dense and glossy, of 
medium thickness, of Oriental manufacture. The text is 
written, for the most part, in black Indian ink, titles and 
separate words - often in red ink. The handwriting is of 
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medium size, regular, sometimes tending to become cur
sive, letters are densely set, vertically elongated. Poetic 
lines have diacritic marks. 

The cover of the manuscript is Oriental, made of card
board, of the muqawwa type, with a leather back and flap, 
which dates to a later time than the manuscript itself. The 
manuscript has suffered from careless use and bad keep
ing - one or two leaves, next to the first one, are missing; 
the flap of the binding is missing, too; the upper part of 
many leaves were damaged by moisture and stuck together, 
so the text there became not very clear. It is especially 
characteristic of the upper edges of the folios in the first 
half of the manuscript. One of its former owners took care 
to restore the manuscript: tom leaves and some holes are 
mended. As a whole, the state of preservation of the 
600-year old manuscript is satisfactory. 

Neither the author nor his work are mentioned by any 
reference-books on Arabic literature. At the same time the 
greater part of the materials present in the manuscript are 
already well-known from other sources which are fre
quently much earlier than our MS. These materials seem to 
provide nothing principally new, though they can be used 
as parallel texts when comparing is needed. The most inter
esting fact is that the book was created in ravaged Baghdad, 
only the shadow of once glorious capital of the medieval 
empire. From its very foundation in A.D. 762 Baghdad was 
the cultural centre of the Muslim world, where literary ac
tivities and intellectual life were concentrated, and where 
great material resources and cultural monuments (including 
manuscripts) were accumulated through ages. Truly, the 
city had often suffered from internal strife and from the ri
valry between Muslim rulers, but its devastation by the 
Mongols of Hulagu in 1258 came as an irrecoverable 
blow. Muslim writers and scholars were either massacred 
or ran away, libraries were destroyed, manuscripts burnt or 
thrown into the Tiger. Fortunately, some of them were 
evacuated, mostly to Meraga and Tabriz. Our manuscript 
was composed 110 years after this devastation of the city, 
when the power of the llkhans became weak, and the cen
tral part of Iraq came under the control of the Jalairid 
Uways, the son of l:lasan Buzurgh, but only several decades 
before the next catastrophe, the invasion of Timur at the 
end of the 14th century. So, it is a rare evidence demon
strating the form, in which literary activities continued in 
the city at that time, and what literary sources were avail
able then. 

Besides the heritage of the past, the manuscript con
tains several pieces of poetry written by the author himself 
(fols. 108a, 164b, 168a), as well as some contemporary lit
erary materials extracted from anonymous anthologies or 
received from Taj al-Din ibn Mu'ayya, Najib Allah ibn 
YaQya, Jamal al-Din AQmad ibn al-ZaydI (see above), the 

question concerning these anonymous anthologies demands 
special research though. 

The first page (fol. la) is filled, apart from the title, by 
records left by the previous owners of the manuscript and 
by its readers. One of the first after the author comes (his 
relative?) AQmad ibn MuQammad ibn Man~ur al
KutubI (?), in whose family the manuscript remained for a 
long time. On fol. 209a there is a record left by his 
grandson Sa'Id ibn Man~ur ibn AQmad, dated to 
A.H. 799/A.D. 1396-1397. Several records, some of them 
dated, on fols. 1-18 are also made in his hand. For in
stance, there are household records, like on fol. 3b: inba' at 
al-J:iin{a rub' ri{I bi-dinar wa-1-tamr niif ri{I (wheat was 
sold, quarter of a ri{I for one dinar, [as for] dates - half of 
a ri{/). Here prices on the main products are recorded, ex
tremely expensive in the year of famine. Some deal with 
historical events (fol. Sb): fi shahr rajah thani wa-thamani 
mi' a rakiba 1-sul{an AJ:imad ila Qara Yusuf ila balad a/
Maw~il wa-raJ:i minhu Qara Yusuf ila Baghdad (In the 
month of Rajah 802/February-March 1400 Sultan AQmad 
advanced against Qara Yusuf towards Mosul, and Qara 
Yusuf left it for Baghdad). This record refers to the Jalairid 
ruler Ghiyath al-Din AQmad and the ruler of the Turkoman 
dynasty Kara Koyunlu [I]. 

On fol. 6a one can read the following: akhadha Lank 
al-Sham fi shahr rabi' al-awwal min sana thalath wa
thaman mi' a wa.~al J:iukm ila Dimashq (Lank captured Syria 
in the month of RabI' I, of year 803/0ctober-Novem
ber 1400, an order came to Damascus). Here the western 
campaign of Timur to Iran, Iraq, Syria and Anatolia is 
mentioned. It should be noted that the records are fragmen
tary, roughly made, but documentary, so they may be of 
use to an historian. 

On fol. 62a there is a record of the death of one AQmad 
ibn MuQammad ibn l:lusayn al-TayyarI, in the month of 
Rajah of 839/January-February 1436), while on fol. I 75b 
a reader, MuQammad Mahdi al-SuliikI (?), left his signa
ture. One of the readers numerated the pages (verbally), in 
the upper left comer, in large script, with many mistakes 
and corrections. 

The manuscript comes from the first (the main) part of 
the collection belonging to J. L. Rousseau, former French 
diplomat working in the Near East at the end of the 18th
beginning of the I 9th centuries. He stayed as a French con
sul in Cairo, Haleb, Damascus and Beirut. The collection 
was acquired by the Asiatic Museum in 1819 (its stamp is 
present on fol. I a). The manuscript is mentioned in Rous
seau's catalogue of the collection. Later the manuscript was 
described by the author of this article [2]. 
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Notes 

I. Cf. K. E. Bosvort, Musul'manskie dinastii (The Islamic Dynasties), translation from English by P.A. Griaznevich (Moscow, 1971), 
pp. 221, 215. 

2. See Katalog arabskikh rukopisei lnstituta Narodov Azii Akademii Nauk SSSR (A Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts of the Institute 
of Asian Peoples of the USSR Academy of Sciences), fasc. 1: A. B. Khalidov, Khudozhestvennaia proza (Literary Fiction) (Moscow, 
1960), pp. 80-2, No. 88; see also Arabskie rukopisi !nstituta vostokovedeniia AN SSSR (Arabic Manuscripts of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies of the USSR Academy of Sciences), ed. A. B. Khalidov, Pt. 1-2 (Moscow, 1986), No. 9061. 
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Fig. 1. Fol. 1 b of Zuhar al-riyii<f wa-nuzah al-murtiid by Man~iir ibn Mul,iammad ibn 
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Fig. 2. Fol. 209a of the same manuscript, 14.2 x 22.1 cm. 




